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Abstract. Though new technological trends and paradigms arise for developing 
complex software systems, systematic reuse continues to be an elusive goal. In 
this context, the adoption of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) technologies 
introduces many challenges that still have not been fully overcome, such as the 
lack of comprehensive mechanisms to record and manage the required 
information for supporting COTS components selection. In this paper we 
present a domain analysis approach for gathering the information needed to 
describe COTS market segments as required for effective COTS components 
selection. Due to the diversity of the information to capture, we propose 
different dimensions of interest for COTS components selection that are 
covered by different domain models. These models are articulated by means of 
a single framework based on a widespread software quality standard.  

1   Introduction 

Systematic reuse is based on the observation that quality and productivity can be 
significantly increased by building an infrastructure support. The engineering 
discipline concerned with building these optimal reusable assets is called domain 
engineering [1]. Domain engineering supports the notion of domain, a set of 
applications that use common concepts for describing requirements, problems, 
capabilities and solutions. Particularly, being part of domain engineering, domain 
analysis has been identified as a major factor in the success of software reusability 
[2]. Domain analysis refers to the process of identifying the basic elements of the 
domain, organizing an understanding of the relationships among these elements, and 
representing this understanding in a useful way by means of different types of domain 
models [3]. The different existing views on domain modelling (e.g., [1], [4], [5]) share 
the same goal: to facilitate quality software development by reusing the knowledge of 
the addressed domain. 

Reuse is not a context-independent activity. The type of artifact to be reused 
impacts on the reuse models to be adopted and the reuse processes to be undertaken; 
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therefore, the reuse discipline has to evolve as new paradigms and artifacts emerge. In 
this context, we are interested in one particular case of those software artifacts, 
namely Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components. A COTS component is 
defined as “a product that is sold, leased or licensed to the general public, offered by a 
vendor trying to profit from it, supported and evolved by the vendor who retains the 
intellectual property rights, available in multiple identical copies and used without 
source code modification by a consumer” [6]. 

Successful COTS-based systems development requires an effective and efficient 
COTS selection process to deliver full potential to this technology. COTS selection is 
defined as the process of searching candidates and evaluating them with respect to the 
system requirements. Several COTS selection methods, processes and techniques 
have been formulated (see [7] for a recent survey). However, though these approaches 
have achieved significant results, they are mainly oriented to individual selection 
processes. Even in the cases in which a reuse infrastructure is suggested (e.g., OTSO, 
CARE, PECA), no real support or precise guidelines are offered.  

To solve this problem, it seems feasible to use domain analysis for recording and 
structuring the informational dimensions required for selecting COTS components. 
This could be done by means of different domain models with the aim of supporting 
organizations that need continuously to carry out COTS selection processes in order 
to reuse their knowledge and information in a structured way (e.g., reusing criteria for 
COTS evaluation or reusing information of the organizational environment). 
However, as far as we know, COTS technology issues have not been explicitly 
addressed in the domain analysis discipline (although of course many concepts of 
domain analysis apply to this particular case).  

The goal of this paper is to present a particular approach of domain analysis for 
supporting COTS components selection. This approach is part of our GOThIC (Goal-
Oriented Taxonomy and reuse Infrastructure Construction) [8], a prescriptive goal-
oriented method for building and maintaining a reliable reuse infrastructure in which 
COTS market segments are arranged to form a taxonomy whose nodes are decorated 
with domain models. In this sense, our domain analysis approach aims at producing 
several domain models for stating the most important aspects of a particular COTS 
segment in the COTS marketplace. Moreover, all these models are integrated and 
synchronized using a unifying framework and, widespread notations and standards.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the GOThIC 
method, the importance of domain analysis in its context and its feasibility. The 
informational dimensions for evaluating COTS components are identified in section 
3. Section 4 discusses the most appropriate types of models to record these 
informational dimensions whilst section 5 explains how these models are integrated 
into a unified one. Section 6 illustrates our proposal with an example. Section 7 
outlines the impact of domain analysis onto COTS components selection, and finally, 
conclusions are given in section 8. 

2   The GOThIC Method 

As a response to the need of organizing the knowledge of the COTS marketplace in a 
structured manner, we have formulated the GOThIC method [8]. Its ultimate goal is to 
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guide the construction and maintenance of goal-oriented taxonomies that describe the 
contents of the COTS marketplace. The method is articulated by means of several 
activities, such as the exploration of information sources, the identification of goals 
and their hierarchization. Among these activities, we also find domain analysis of the 
COTS marketplace segment being addressed by the taxonomy. This activity has the 
mission of producing an integrated domain model (representation of important aspects 
of a COTS segment) that serves as the basis to gain knowledge for identifying the 
correct goals and to build a reuse infrastructure with several kinds of reusable assets 
of interest for COTS selection processes. 

From an operational point of view, the goal of the GOThIC method is to populate a 
knowledge base with data according to the UML [9] conceptual model sketched in 
Fig. 1. At the heart of this model lies the taxonomy composed of two types of nodes, 
market segments and categories, which are characterized by their goals. Market 
segments are the leaves of the taxonomy, whilst categories serve to group related 
market segments and/or subcategories (e.g., the category of communication 
infrastructure systems or financial packages). From a semantic point of view, market 
segments stand for the basic types of COTS components available in the marketplace, 
i.e. atomic entities covering a significant group of functionality such that their 
decomposition would yield to too fine-grained domains (e.g., the domain of anti-virus 
tools or spreadsheet applications). As a consequence, COTS components are 
associated with market segments and not with categories (although an indirect 
relationship exists, because market segments belong to categories). Components may 
cover more than one market segment. Taxonomy nodes have a generic domain model 
bound, which is built during the domain analysis activity. Their construction is a 
result of the integration of diverse models which are designed from the analysis of 
some information sources which are gathered, analyzed and prioritized according to 
several characteristics of the taxonomy construction project.  

The taxonomy built with GOThIC may then be browsed during COTS selection to 
locate the market segment (or segments) of interest. Once found, the domain model 
bound may be used to obtain the appropriate criteria for selecting the most suitable 
component. 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual model for goal-oriented COTS taxonomies in the GOThIC method: overview 

The feasibility of the GOThIC method depends on some premises: 

• In general, it is mainly addressed to organizations that are carrying out subsequent 
COTS selection processes (e.g., a consultant company, a third-party software 
provider, an IT department of a big corporation, etc.). Therefore, they may find 
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valuable to have means to transfer knowledge from one experience to another (i.e. 
the return on investment for building a reuse infrastructure should be justified). 

• It should be applied to a COTS segment that is of general interest. This means that 
a great deal of organizations needs to select COTS components from this segment. 
Some examples are: communication infrastructure, ERP systems, security-related 
systems, etc. In these contexts, the number of selection processes that take place 
will be high and then reusability of the models likely to occur. 

• It should be addressed to COTS segment that offer components of coarse-grained 
granularity. This makes domain understanding more difficult, time-consuming and 
cumbersome and so domain analysis is helpful. Market segments such as CRM and 
ECM systems are typical examples, whilst time or currency converters are not.  

3   Domain Analysis for Supporting COTS Selection: Dimensions 

In the previous sections we have justified the convenience of having domain models 
for describing COTS marketplace segments. In this section, informational dimensions 
required for selecting COTS components are identified. Each dimension will be 
described by a model. To guide the identification of such dimensions, we analyze the 
different informational needs and facts of COTS selection processes that have been 
reported in the literature (e.g., [10, 11, 12]) as well as our own experiences in the field 
(e.g., [13, 14, 15, 16]).  

Fundamental Concepts 
In the COTS context the same concept may be denoted by different names in different 
products or even worse, the same term may denote different concepts in different 
products. Furthermore, currently, it is not usual to find places in the COTS 
marketplace where fundamental concepts are stated in a clear way, making difficult to 
use them, customize them and make them evolve as the marketplace does [17]. On the 
other hand, every single COTS segment defines lots of concepts that are used over 
and over, e.g., anti-virus tools have “viruses”, e-mail systems have “messages” and 
“folders”, etc. These concepts may be related in many ways, e.g. “messages” are 
“stored” inside “folders”. A poor knowledge of these fundamental concepts and 
semantic relationships may interfere with the efficiency and effectiveness of COTS 
selection processes. Therefore a model for representing all this information is needed. 
Its purpose is to settle the scope of a particular segment, to define its main concepts 
(both as a vocabulary and as a semantic model) and the relationships that facilitate the 
understanding of the domain as a whole. The resulting model can there be used as a 
reference framework for the segment. To build this model, information sources such 
as standards and textbooks are useful (see [8] for a set of suggested information 
sources). We recommend to choose one of the most trustable sources as starting point, 
then to synthesize the corresponding dimensions of the domain model, and last to 
calibrate this dimension with other informational sources.  

Functionality 
COTS components have their functionality already built-in, so it is a primary source 
of information for selecting them. Thus, instead of traditional requirements that 
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specify “must” and “should” needs, requirements for COTS-based systems articulate 
broad categories of needs and possible trade-offs. A domain model must cover this 
dimension, but a good balance is needed. On the one hand, the most representative 
functionalities of a particular segment should be included (e.g., virus repair, automatic 
resending of messages) and described up to a level of detail that enables efficient 
survey and evaluation of particular COTS components. On the other hand, if too 
much detail is given, several obstacles, remarkably growing size and evolvability of 
the COTS marketplace, are harder to overcome, since a lot of information would need 
to be updated continuously. Also, too much detail may commit the description of the 
functionality to the behaviour of particular components. 

Quality of Service 
Quality factors are likely to break the tie when several COTS candidates provide the 
required functionality; consequently the role of quality information becomes utterly 
important for driving COTS selection [18]. Therefore, a dimension for stating quality 
of service is required. The resulting model needs to offer a structured description of 
the COTS segment addressed, organizing the different quality factors hierarchically 
(e.g., Throughput and Response Time as subfactors of Time Efficiency) and should 
also include metrics for the quality factors. This model may serve as a framework in 
which particular COTS components may be evaluated and compared to user 
requirements during selection processes. 

Non-technical Description 
Despite the fact that the evaluation of candidate COTS components from a technical 
point of view (functionality and quality of service) is necessary, experiences in COTS 
selection show that non-technical information (i.e., information that does not refer 
directly to the intrinsic quality of software, but to its context, including economic, 
political and managerial issues; e.g., adequacy of the procedures imposed by the 
COTS with respect to procedures of the organization) must be taken into account and, 
in fact sometimes it is even more important than the technical information [19]. As a 
result, we need to record this information as part of the domain model. This new 
dimension must distinguish several concepts and focus on the commercial nature of 
COTS components, stating information about licensing issues, provider reputation, 
post-sale supporting services, etc. One should be aware that part of the information 
may be difficult to obtain (e.g., provider finance information) and the corresponding 
factor may not be included in the model for this reason. 

Interoperability 
The analysis of any COTS market segment shows that some relationships among 
components exist. We have analyzed the types of dependencies that may exist and we 
have concluded that a COTS component may need another for: enabling its 
functionality (e.g., document management tools need workflow technology to define 
life cycles); complementing its functionality with an additional feature, not originally 
intended to be part of its suitability (e.g., a web page edition tool can complement a 
web browser to facilitate web page edition); enhancing its quality attributes (e.g., 
resource utilization can be improved significantly using compression tools). However, 
in the context of COTS selection, interoperability has been dealt with in a case-by-case 
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basis. Furthermore, some of the COTS selection methods proposed so far just address 
single component selection, they do not even address the need to select a suite as final 
solution. Therefore we propose a new dimension to cover this need, otherwise COTS 
selection becomes not trustable. It is worth remarking that, since we are describing not 
a particular COTS component but a whole segment, interoperability issues must not be 
stated in much detail (e.g., data formats, API specificities, etc.); instead the model 
should include the needs and expectations that one type of component has on others in 
a very high-level way. 

4   Domain Analysis for Supporting COTS Selection: Models 

Taking into account the informational dimensions required by the COTS technology, 
in this section we discuss which are the most appropriated types of models for 
representing them. A first observation is that, due to their diversity, various types of 
models will be probably required. 

In the domain analysis field, a variety of methods and techniques have been 
proposed as: FODA, DARE, ODM, DSSA and PLUS (see [20] and [21] for a survey) 
which use a diversity of different types of artefacts and mechanisms to record the 
knowledge that range from the traditional requirements models (namely models of 
data, behaviour, and function), as Data Flow diagrams [22], Entity-Relationship (ER) 
models [23], Object Oriented models [24], UML models [9] Scenarios [25], and 
Feature models [26], to UML metamodeling techniques and more elaborated UML 
extensions and stereotypes for dealing with domain structural elements, relations and 
domain variability [21, 27]. In practice, these proposals vary in their terms, notations, 
and emphases, but in general they are focused on designing product lines or product 
families for promoting reusability between software applications by means of an 
intended reuse plan [21, 27]. 

 Furthermore, as far as we know, none of these approaches has examined in depth 
the special kind of relationships and information that the COTS technology requires. 
In this sense, we have studied whether the models proposed by the actual domain 
analysis practices could be suitable for recording all the COTS informational 
dimensions. We found that although some commonly used models could fit well 
enough for representing some dimensions, some other dimensions were still lacking 
of an adequated representation and analysis (see Table 1 for examples), for instance 
those relationships that enable interoperability among components, which could be 
partially fulfilled by establishing “Artifact Dependencies” (a special kind of 
variability in variability models for Software Product Lines design [21]), as well as 
the dimension related with stating non-technical information and quality of service 
(this last could also be partially addressed by test cases, but generally they are 
considered to be out of domain analysis). 

For that reason, it is a fact that actual domain analysis approaches do not address in 
an optimal way all the fundamental informational dimensions required for assessing 
COTS components in terms of expressiveness and adequateness, structure, and 
compatibility. Hence, existent domain analysis strategies have to be somehow adapted 
and complemented to fully deal with the COTS technology characteristics [28, 29].  
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In the rest of this section, we propose a set of domain models for covering all the 
required COTS informational dimensions using widespread notations and standards. 
Table 1 summarizes our proposal and makes clear the gap for recording non-technical 
descriptions and interoperability with respect to other domain analysis approaches.  

Table 1. Summary of domain analysis practices for representing COTS dimensions 

COTS Dimension  Domain Analysis Practices Our approach 

Fundamental Concepts 
ER Models,  Feature Models,  

UML Diagrams, etc. 
UML Class Diagrams + LEL 

Functionality 
Data Flow Diagrams, Scenarios,   

UML Diagrams, etc. 
UML Use Case Diagrams + brief 

individual descriptions 

Quality of Service None ISO/IEC 9126-1 

Non-Technical Description None  3 categories of non-technical factors 

Interoperability None i* SD Models 

Fundamental Concepts 
Two types of artifacts are adequate for representing fundamental concepts: conceptual 
data models or feature-oriented models to express the semantic meaning of the terms 
in the market segment together with their relationships; and a glossary to set up a 
vocabulary of the domain with information about synonymous and other lexical 
relationships. In particular, we have chosen UML class diagrams [9] for representing 
the semantic information due to its expressiveness and acceptance in the community. 
As for the glossary, the Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) [30] approach provides an 
adequate level of service since it allows to capture the meaning and fundamental 
relationships of the particular symbols (words or phrases) of the domain. The glossary 
includes at least the terms that appear in the rest of the models (e.g., the names of 
classes, attributes and associations of the UML class diagram). One could also think 
of the general concept of ontology [31] for capturing all the information needed. 

Functionality 
Any approach based on the concept of scenario seems a good option. As commented 
in section 3, the important point is to use the right level of detail. We propose the use 
of UML use case diagrams [9] for defining the functionalities of the COTS segment 
and a brief format of use cases [32] for describing them individually. 

Quality of Service 
Quality models [13] provide a measurable framework which precisely defines and 
consolidates the different views of quality (e.g. performance, reliability, integrity, 
etc.) which are required for COTS components evaluation. Among the different 
existing proposals, we have adopted the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard [33] for several 
reasons, remarkably: it provides a two-level departing catalogue but at the same time 
it is highly customizable to each different COTS segment; there are some metrics 
already defined for this standard; and it is widespread. In the next section we give 
more details of this model. 
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Non-technical Description 
Not only in the domain analysis context but in general, it is not usual to find models 
for representing non-technical information. Usually some categories are identified and 
for each of them, a list of non-technical factors identified. We have identified 3 high-
level factors and 15 second-level subfactors referring to supplier information (e.g., 
financial information), cost information (e.g., licensing schemes) and other non-
technical information about the product (e.g., history of versions). See [19] for more 
details. 

Interoperability 
Interoperability of COTS components is usually described by means of APIs or data 
formats. However, as already explained in section 3, we are interested in describing 
not particular COTS components but the general behavior of all the components 
belonging to a COTS segment, therefore we need more abstract descriptions. The 
combination of goal- and agent-oriented models provides a good response to our 
needs. Goals allow expressing needs and expectations in a high-level way, whilst 
agents are an appropriate way to model COTS segments. Then, one COTS segment 
may state that depends on another to attain a goal. We have chosen i* Strategic 
Dependency (SD) models [34], adapting its semantic to represent COTS segments 
and their dependencies. See [35] for details. 

5   A Unifying Model for COTS Domain Analysis 

The models proposed in section 4 cover the informational dimensions that were 
identified in section 3. However, the primary goal of COTS segments domain analysis 
is to characterize COTS components for their evaluation and selection, so it is clear 
that having these dimensions structured in separate models hampers domain 
understanding and model management. For this reason, we need a unifying model 
which facilitates this goal. Thus, from the dimension models given, quality models 
seem the most appropriate type of artefact. Therefore, if we succeed in putting all the 
models in an ISO/IEC 9126-1 quality model we will have our goal attained. 

5.1   The ISO/IEC 9126 Quality Standard 

The ISO/IEC 9126-1 software quality standard proposes quality models as the 
artifacts that keep track of the quality factors that are of interest in a particular 
context. The ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard fixes 6 top level characteristics: functionality, 
reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. It also fixes their 
further refinement into 27 subcharacteristics but does not elaborate the quality model 
below this level, making thus the model flexible. To carry out this refinement, 
subcharacteristics are, in turn, decomposed into attributes, which represent the 
properties that the software products belonging to the domain of interest exhibit. 
Intermediate hierarchies of subcharacteristics and attributes may appear making thus 
the model highly structured. Metrics are bound to attributes. The standard is highly 
customizable to different purposes and domains; e.g., in our previous work [19], we 
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have created an extension for the particular case of quality of COTS components, and 
new subcharacteristics and attributes have been introduced. 

5.2   Integrating All the COTS Domain Models into the ISO/IEC 9126-1 

In this subsection we aim at integrating the domain models obtained so far, even 
considering their different nature, into an ISO/IEC 9126-1 quality model. Fig. 2 
shows an overview of our proposed framework. 
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Fig. 2. An overview of the ISO/IEC 9126-1-based quality model for COTS segments 

Functionality 
Regardless of having the same name, the functionality of a COTS segment does not 
correspond with the ISO/IEC Functionality characteristic. Instead, it corresponds to 
the Suitability concept that is a subcharacteristic of Functionality. However, since 
functionality focuses on the services provided but not the data managed, we create a 
new subcharacteristic Suitability of Services that contains the UML Use Case diagram 
and the individual use case descriptions. 

Fundamental Concepts 
The UML class diagram is related to two ISO/IEC subcharacteristics. On the one 
hand, as the case before, Suitability, because some of the classes (and their attributes) 
and relationships are defining part of the suitability of the COTS segment. On the 
other hand, Understandability, which is a subcharacteristic of Usability, because 
having a UML class diagram provides a reference framework that allows testing how 
much a particular COTS component adheres to it. For the same reason, also the LEL 
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glossary supports Understandability. Therefore, we create 3 new subcharacteristics; 
Suitability of Data, belonging to Suitability, contains the class diagram; Semantic 
Understandability and Lexical Understandability, belonging to Understandability. 
The first one also contains the class diagram and the second one the glossary. 

Non-technical Description 
For arranging non-technical factors proposed in [19] in an ISO-9126-1-form, we 
define the 3 high-level ones as characteristics and the other 15 as subcharacteristics.  

Interoperability 
Interoperability is also a subcharacteristic of Suitability and in this case, we just 
consider the i* SD model as the description of Interoperability. 

5.3   Transforming the Models into the ISO/IEC 9126-1 Framework 

Although we have achieved our primary goal, namely integrating all the dimension 
models under the same umbrella, there is still a question left that may be considered 
as a drawback when using the domain model for COTS components evaluation 
purposes: the fundamental concepts, functionality and interoperability models are 
expressed with their own formalisms which are not straightforward to evaluate. In this 
subsection we deal with this problem by providing rules that map the constructs in 
these models into ISO/IEC 9126-1 quality factors. Furthermore, we state how their 
metrics are defined. These rules are defined in such a way that they could generate the 
new, final model automatically from the former models. 

Functionality 
For each use case UC appearing in the Use Case diagram, a quality attribute UC 
belonging to the Suitability of Services subcharacteristic is created. The individual use 
case specifications are part of the description of these quality attributes.  

For each obtained quality attribute, an ordinal metric which can take three values, 
Satisfactory, Acceptable and Poor, is created. These values express how a particular 
COTS component covers the service represented by the use case. 

Fundamental Concepts 
For each class or association C appearing in the class diagram that represents a 
concept provided by the COTS components in the segment, a quality attribute C 
belonging to the Suitability of Data subcharacteristic is created. The elements of the 
class diagram are part of the description of these quality attributes.  

For each obtained quality attribute, an ordinal metric which can take three values, 
Satisfactory, Acceptable and Poor, is created. These values express how a particular 
COTS component provides the data represented by the class or association. These 
values will be obtained during evaluation by using different criteria (e.g., whether all 
the attributes are provided, whether the instances are permanent or not, etc.). 

Each term of the glossary is included as part of the description of the quality 
attribute(s) it is related to. The same happens with the elements of the class diagram 
that were not tackled in the previous step. Last, two numerical metrics are bound to 
the Semantic Understandability and Lexical Understandability attributes. The values 
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of these metrics will count the number of semantic and lexical discrepancies of a 
particular COTS component with respect to the reference models. 

Interoperability 
For each agent A appearing the i* SD model, except the agent S that represents the 
COTS segment we are modeling, a subcharacteristic A belonging to Interoperability 
is created.  

For each dependency G among S and A, an attribute G is created. For each 
obtained quality attribute, we create an ordinal metric whose values depend on the 
type of the corresponding dependency: if goal, values are Attained and Not Attained; 
if resource, Provided and Not Provided; if task, Executed or Failed; if softgoal, 
Satisfactory, Acceptable and Poor. 

Once these rules are applied, evaluation of COTS component may be done in a 
more uniform and comfortable way. But of course, the original models should be 
preserved since they are easier to understand and evolve. 

6   Example: The Real-Time Synchronous Communication Domain 

For illustrating our proposal, we present some excerpts of the domain model obtained 
for the Real-Time Synchronous Communication (RTSC) market segment. This 
segment embraces the various tools and technologies used to enable communication 
and collaboration among people in a “same time-different place” mode.   

Fundamental Concepts 
Part of the UML class diagram is presented in Fig. 3a. Several key concepts are stated 
as classes. These concepts are of different nature, e.g. human roles (e.g. Sender and 
Receiver), artefacts of any kind (either physical or informational, e.g. Message), 
software and hardware domain-specific components (e.g. Software Client, Software 
Server and Proxy), etc. Inside these classes, we identify attributes but just those that  
 

a. Excerpt of the UML Class Diagram

b. Excerpt of the UML Use Case Diagram

c. Excerpt of an Individual Use Case Specification

User

Connect to the
Network

Send/Receive
Message

Sender Receiver

Use Case: Send/Receive Message 

Precondition Sender and Receiver are connected with each other. 

Description 
The Sender composes a message of any kind and 
delivers it to the Receiver. The Receiver is notified and 
then reads the message 

 
 

Fig. 3. Excerpt of some domain models constructed for the RTSC case 
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play a crucial part in the domain, e.g. Message that can be of different types. Domain 
relationships are also of different kinds. Thus, we can see a high-level relationship 
among the human roles Sender and Receiver which are generalized into a User class. 
On the other hand, associations may be of very different nature. For instance, we have 
permanent or at least very stable relationships (e.g., among User and Software Client) 
while others are highly dynamic (real-time connections that are created and destroyed 
dynamically). OCL restrictions may be used to decorate the model appropriately. 

Functionality 
As stated in section 3, the use case model for functionality focuses on the most 
characteristic services offered by packages in this domain. Fig. 3b shows some for the 
RTSC domain, namely Connect to the Network and Send/Receive Message. Others 
such as Send Video Message or Connecting Multiuser Session are not included either 
because they are not considered general enough but specific of a few COTS 
components, or because they are considered as secondary. In addition, we can also 
check that the individual use case specification of Send/Receive Message presented in 
Fig 3c follows the given recommendation of being very abridged. 

RTSC

 

Fig. 4. Some dependencies among RTSC Tools and other types of tools 

Interoperability 
As it is the usual case in COTS segments that offer a lot of functionality, we may 
identify several relationships with other types of COTS domains. In Fig. 4 we 
introduce as example two COTS segments related with RTSC, AntiVirus Tools 
(AVT) and Compression/Decompression Tools (CO/DE), all of them modelled as i* 
actors. Among their relationships, we find: a RTSC component relies on an AVT 
component for detecting viruses (goal dependency, since the AVT decides the best 
way to do it) and requires this detection to be robust (softgoal dependency, because 
the concept of “robust” detection is matter of negotiation); a RTSC component 
depends on a CO/DE one to compress/decompress messages automatically (task 
dependency, because the RTSC states when and how these automatic activities are 
done); a RTSC component may improve its performance using a CO/DE component 
(softgoal dependency, because the concept of “good” performance is matter of 
negotiation); and both related components need the message to work with from a 
RTSC component (resource dependency, because it is an informational entity). 

Quality of Service 
In table 2 we decompose a bit the Understandability subcharacteristic with the 
Adherence to Best Practices and Supported Interface Languages attributes. We 
include specific metrics that help to evaluate and compare user requirements. The first 
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metric illustrate the subjective case, whilst the second one illustrates a metric that is 
both objective and structured (set of values). The description included in the table is 
in fact part of the glossary but appears for legibility purposes.  

Non-technical Description 
Table 3 shows an excerpt of the refinement of a non-technical factor of a product, its 
stability. Note the similarity compared to quality of service description, which 
facilitates further integration. It should be mentioned that non-technical factors are 
very similar among different COTS segments. 

Table 2. Excerpt of the quality model for the RTSC case 

 

Quality factor Metric Description 

3 Usability  ISO/IEC 9126-1 Characteristic 

 1 Understandability  ISO/IEC 9126-1 Subcharacteristic 

  3 
Interface 
Understandability 

 
Effort to recognizing the logical concepts 
and its applicability by means of interfaces. 

   1 
Adherence to 
Best Practices 

ADP: 4valueOrder[Ordinal] 
4valueOrder = (Optimal, Good, Fair, Poor) 

How well events and elements of the 
interface comply with user interface best 
practices. 

   2 
Supported Inter-
face Languages 

SIL: Languages = Set(Labels[Nominal]) 
Labels = (Spanish, Catalan, English, …) 

Languages supported by the interface. 

Table 3. Excerpt of a non-technical factor decomposition for the RTSC case 

 

Non-technical factor Metric Description 

3 Product  
Non-technical characteristics of a COTS 
product that may influence COTS selection 

 1 Stability   

  1 
Time of Product in the 
Market 

TPM: Time[Ratio] 
Time = Float 

Number of years the product has been in the 
marketplace 

  2 
Versions Currently in 
the Market 

VCM: List(Version[Nominal]) 
Version = String 

Versions currently available in the market-
place 

  3 In-house Product 
IP: Own[Nominal] 
Own = (Yes, Not) 

Whether the product is in-house or acquired 
from a third party 

Table 4 shows the integration of the presented excerpts in the unifying model using 
the mapping rules introduced in the section 5.3. 

7   Domain Analysis-Based COTS Selection 

Our domain analysis strategy has been integrated into the GOThIC method by 
considering that the ISO/IEC 9126-1-based quality model for COTS segments 
introduced in Fig. 2 is in fact the Domain Model that appears in Fig. 1. As stated in 
section 2, a GOThIC taxonomy is used to locate the taxonomy node that fulfils the  
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Table 4. The unifying model for the RTSC case (excerpt) 
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needs of the user in charge of the selection process. Once located, its domain model 
may be used to guide the rest of the selection process by refining this model with 
more specific requirements. The factors in the ISO/IEC 9126-1-based quality model 
help to elicit and negotiate the requirements, making easier the identification of 
mismatches among components characteristics and the requirements. Moreover, those 
factors corresponding to the stated requirements are used to evaluate the capabilities 
of the candidate components in a uniform way, using the metrics defined in the 
model. For doing so, we can proceed manually, or use tool support ranging from a 
simple spreadsheet to a more sophisticated tool, e.g. our DesCOTS system [36]. 

8   Conclusions 

We have detailed the domain analysis approach for building a reuse infrastructure for 
supporting COTS selection processes enclosed in our GOThIC method. This approach 
is based on the application of domain analysis principles for recording and 
representing all the required information for evaluating COTS. Our proposal relies on 
several industrial experiences that have been undertaken under action-research 
premises, complemented with literature survey and grounded theory.  

These industrial experiences have been carried out in the field of Workflow 
Systems [14], Requirements Engineering Tools [15], Telephony Systems [16] and 
some sub-categories of Enterprise Applications (with emphasis with those related to 
Content Management). Industrial experiences have been complemented with 
academic ones (e.g. Real-Time Synchronous Communication and Message-based 
Communication Systems) to analyse in more depth some particular aspects.  

Concerning domain analysis, we have concluded that existing approaches were not 
oriented to support reuse in the COTS framework, consequently the need of 
mechanisms to analyze and create a reuse infrastructure for COTS domains still 
remained. In particular, it is required to represent interoperability among COTS 
components and to analyze non-technical factors that may influence the selection, as 
well as the need of putting more emphasis to software quality issues. 

With respect to COTS selection: 

• We have put the emphasis on reuse, making a concrete proposal based on the 
domain analysis technique which allows transferring knowledge from one 
experience to another. 

• We have explicitly identified the informational dimensions required for the 
effective and efficient selection of COTS components. 

• We have offered guidance for representing these informational dimensions using 
appropriate types of domain models. 

• Using some mapping rules, we have integrated all these models into a single one, 
based on a well-known standard, highly oriented to support the evaluation of the 
candidate components. 

• Given this representation, we may use some existing tool-support to conduct the 
evaluation of candidates in the framework of the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard.  

• Domain analysis not only impacts positively on reuse, but also ameliorates some 
well-known obstacles for COTS selections success [8]. Remarkably, using domain 
analysis principles we avoid those semantic and syntactic discrepancies that are 
common in the COTS marketplace. 
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